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The two artists Svätopluk Mikyta (*1973, SK) and Jérôme Leuba
(*1970, CH/FR) on show at annex14 scrutinise, query and comment
on social conditions with a watchful eye. The two artists have
already had much lauded solo-exhibitions in the gallery. This
double exhibition now facilitates an alternating look at their
multifaceted works and allows new aspects to emerge.
Svätopluk Mikyta’s point of departure is – in geographical terms
– the Central and Eastern European region and its historical heritage. With an incorruptible eye for the aesthetic potential of
the materials used, the artist explores and manipulates the visual strategies of the totalitarian states. He shows a clear preference for photographic reproductions from old books, catalogues
and magazines. And having a good sense for the psychological implications, he also exposes surprising parallels and differences
in our long-divided and now reunited Europe, addressing fundamental issues related to identity, as well as the question of man’s
manipulability, the meaning of utopias and their perverted forms.
Jérôme Leube has developed a highly ramified work complex under
the heading “Battlefield”, which he uses metaphorically. Performance plays an important role here, alongside photography and
three-dimensional, often site-specific works. In both his performative interventions into the social domain and his other
works, the artist focuses on social and power relations and the
related covertly operating structures and aesthetics. Part paravant, part sculpture, “Battlefield #86, capitonnage”, 2012, undeniably evokes images of political and economic power centres
which have been disseminated by the media and become part of our
collective memory. Leuba approaches them with considerable scepticism. His works place them in a more differentiated light
thanks to slight shifts in how the materials and techniques are
utilized and in the choice of context, all of which challenges the
viewer’s perception.
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